Unto Their Imperial Majesties, Their Royal Majesties, Their Graces, good
nobles, ministers & populace do I, Sir Dorn das Schwarz Brause send
greetings.
Considering all the issues surrounding the LoRR, I decided I would publish a
supplemental & clear my desk.
Contained with in this document is every submission I have.
Dorn das Schwarz Brause
Fleur De Lis

Released:
Transferred:
Registered:
Connacht:
Connacht

Badge

50-01

Per pale argent and vert, three chevronels braced within a
border counter changed
Connacht (Woodcarver Guild)

Badge

50-06

Argent, a mallet and chisel in saltire gules

Ruaidhri Silverhand

Device

5964

Or, a wyvern displayed sable, engorged of a viscount crown Or,
within a border sable

Lancaster:
Angyl Lynn Mack

Device

Sable, a trefoil argent

8049

Roanoke:
Gille Michael de Selkirk

Device

2818

Argent, on a pile inverted between two wolves combatant sable,
a stag’s head caboshed argent

Umbria:
Anne Arwenia Amidala

Device

4365

Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief argent, a dragonfly
vert
Aodhan McLoughlin

Device

7685

Sable, a fretted cross and on a chief argent three roses sable
barbed and seeded proper
Puck

Device

3876

Sable, on a pale purpure fimbriated argent, between two
lightning bolts a spiked mace argent

York:
Bonny Anne Morgan

Device

8088

Azure, a goat rampant contourne Or and a chief gules
fimbriated argent

Nevaru

Device

7887

Azure, a dragon’s head couped affronty within a border argent

Polonius Fiend

Badge

3929

[Fieldless] A Bourchier knot argent

Wilhelmina von Neukirk

Device

7232

Vert, a fox sejant argent

Returned:
Umbria:
Fafnir Hallgrim

Device

7760

Quarterly, gules & sable, a cross fillet argent, 1st & 4th an increscent & two
roundels argent

Reasons: Non period motive. The increscents & the roundels are not in a true
heraldic position. Fillets are a diminutive of a chief & does not apply. A cross
should be wide enough to occupy 1/5 of the shield. Complexity count is also
high, 7

York:
Crysanna Bryanne Jonet Clarendon

Device

7734

Sable, a mermaid Or, finned azure, debruised with a bend gules

Reasons: RoT violation. The azure fin is on a sable field.

Garou

Device

7000

Gules, a maple leaf argent & overall a wolf statant sable

Reasons: Non period charge. The maple leaf is not a period charge. If this was
resubmitted with a different leaf (Oak, holly, laurel) it would be reconsidered.
Wilhelmina von Neukirk

Device

7232

Argent, a fox sejant proper within a border vert

Reasons: RoT violation. There is no default tincture for a fox thus the term
“proper” does not apply. With that, the use of brown as a tincture is not
acceptable. If this were to be resubmitted with a different tincture; it would
be reconsidered.

